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Abstract
Introduction: Circle of Security-parenting (COS-p) is a simplified, relationship-based
programme with the intention of developing parents’ observation and inferential skills
related to understanding their child’s needs, increasing sensitivity to their child, aiding in
emotional regulation, as well as decreasing any of their negative attributions to their child.
COS-p is a widely used parenting programme that is gaining global popularity, as it is
currently being delivered across several continents. Despite being one of the most
frequently used interventions in Norwegian child protective services (CPS), no research
has been conducted on this programme’s effectiveness when used in the CPS context.
This study therefore aims to establish a systematic overview of the programme’s
effectiveness for families within the CPS system, regarding both caregivers and benefits
for the children.
Method: The database searches were originally conducted in June 2018 and updated
in April 2020, encompassing 13 international bibliographical databases. The search for
grey literature was conducted, and the generated articles these were then manually
searched. A non-statistical narrative approach was used to analyse the studies due to
the heterogeneity of the outcome measures. Research studies on the effectiveness of
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COS-p intervention, where the participants reported a minimum of two specifically
defined risk factors, were included for further analysis.
Results: Seven studies met the inclusion criteria. The studies included in the review
focus on a diversity of separate and isolated factors concerning caregivers but not the
effect of the accumulation of risk factors and how this may or may not influence the
potential effectiveness of COS-p. The findings’ strengths include some improvements in
reducing parental stress, increasing self-efficacy and parenting skills, and promoting an
understanding of child behaviour. There is no conclusive evidence that COS-p assists in
increasing the security of the parent-child attachment relationship.
Discussion: Given the limited number of studies, further research is needed to examine
if COS-p improves child behaviour, if its effects can be sustained over time and if it is
more effective for particular populations.

Keywords: attachment-based intervention, systematic review, multi-problem families,
Circle of Security-parenting (COS-p), parental stress, secure attachment

Introduction
Circle of Security-parenting (COS-p; Cooper et al., 2009) is a widely used programme
that is gaining global popularity. It is currently being delivered across several continents,
and most Nordic countries have implemented it as part of their early intervention
foundation (EIF Guidebook, 2019; Plauborg & Jacobsen, 2017). However, empirical
support for COS-p is still limited (Mothander et al., 2018). Since 2010, more than 2000
persons in Norway, with competencies as psychologists, social workers, school nurses
and child welfare workers, have been trained to use the COS-p training method as part
of their daily work with at-risk families (Bråten & Sønsterudbråten, 2016). Here, an atrisk family refers to one with known risk factors related to family characteristics or
connected with the child’s environment, but the family appears unaffected in daily life.

Additionally, COS-p is listed as one of the most frequently used interventions in
Norwegian child protective services (CPS) (Christiansen et al., 2015). However, no
research has been conducted on this intervention’s effectiveness when used in the CPS
context. In contrast to at-risk families, most of those involved with CPS are multi-problem
families that display multiple risk factors concerning the children’s welfare and wellbeing.
This review therefore focuses on identifying studies where COS-p is used as a training
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intervention for parents from multi-problem families. The aim is to establish a systematic
overview of the COS-p programme’s effectiveness for those living in multi-problem
families, with respect to both caregivers and benefits for the children. The research
question is what change in effectiveness multi-problem families can expect from
participating in the COS-p programme.

Circle of Security-parenting
COS-p is a simplified, relationship-based parenting programme originating from a far
more comprehensive parental guidance programme, Circle of Security (COS). COS is
available in two versions: COS Virginia and COS International. COS Virginia consists of
an individual treatment model and a group model, whereas COS International comprises
a treatment method (COS Intervention) and a parent training method (COS-p; Cooper et
al., 2009). The research on the effectiveness of COS Intervention forms the basis of the
development of COS-p, where findings from studies of COS Intervention have been
applied to promote the possible effectiveness of COS-p. However, while COS-p shares
the same theoretical framework and some resources, its model of implementation is very
different, and so is any evidence of its effectiveness. Summarised, COS Intervention
contains five elements: (1) Conduct and videotape a pre-group assessment using the
Strange Situation Procedure (SSP) and the Circle of Security Interview (COSI). (2)
Review and analyse SSP and COSI to create a treatment plan. (3) Evaluate each group
member’s core sensitivity. (4) Select and assemble individualised video clips for review
in the group. (5) Use the manual to assist in facilitating multiple individualised video
reviews with each client over the course of a 20-week minimum intervention. In
comparison, COS-p contains two main elements: (1) Facilitate video reviews using the
COS-p manual, with eight weekly sessions. (2) Use the COS-p fidelity journal to reflect
on the experiences from the sessions (Hoffman et al., 2006; Powell et al., 2014).
According to the COS website (https://www.circleofsecurityinternational.com), another
main difference is that while only licensed clinicians can be trained in the COS
Intervention model – which includes ten days of training, an exam and at least one year
of supervised practice – the COS-p programme can be conducted by anyone who
completes a four-day training programme.
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The parent training method, COS-p, is a universal structured programme that intends to
help caregivers increase their capacity to serve as sources of security for their children,
with the idea that this strengthens caregiver sensitivity and reduces the risk of insecure
and disorganised attachment. The programme offers caregivers a theoretically based
understanding of the complexity of the attachment system and how it contributes to
infants’ and toddlers’ development of their sense of security and competence. Childhood
experiences of parental insensitivity, as well as insecure and disorganised attachment,
are precursors of a variety of problematic developmental outcomes. For some outcomes
– such as externalising problems, physiological dysregulation and other forms of
developmental psychopathology – disorganised attachment brings a heightened risk,
even in comparison to other types of insecure attachments (Fearon et al., 2010;
Thompson, 2016). COS-p is an attachment-based intervention, stemming primarily from
the work of psychologists John Bowlby and Mary Ainsworth (Ainsworth et al., 1978), and
functions as a method of promoting safe attachment between caregivers and children to
prevent child mental health problems (Hoffman et al., 2006; Powell et al., 2014).
However, in contrast to the other COS programmes, COS-p does not measure the quality
of attachment, as the programme focuses on increasing childcare providers’ awareness
of attachment. The aims of COS-p include developing parents’ observation and
inferential skills related to understanding their child’s needs, increasing sensitivity
towards their child, aiding in emotional regulation, as well decreasing any of their
negative attributions to their child (Powell et al., 2014). The model is based on the belief
that caregivers who are emotionally present with their children and helpful in processing
strong feelings act to contain distress and help the children develop the ability to
accomplish this themselves and become self-regulating.

COS-p is described as a preventive psycho-educational parental guidance programme,
primarily developed for the school health service, health centres and kindergarten. It
targets the parents of the youngest children, as it is theorised that the intervention will be
more effective, the earlier it is implemented (Hoffmann et al., 2006; Powell et al., 2014).
COS-p is offered to parents who can choose to participate, either individually or in
groups, in an intervention for enhancing attachment in early parent-child relationships.
The parental training method is a pre-prepared manual programme that normally
involves 6–8 guidance sequences. There is no formal requirement to adhere to the
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official manual; however, in a survey of 423 Norwegian supervisors, 92% reported
following the manual and using the programme as taught in their work (Brandtzæg &
Thorsteinson, 2014).

Despite the generally scarce scientific information available regarding the effectiveness
of parenting education programmes developed specifically for families in the child
welfare system, COS-p has been listed as not possible to be scientifically evaluated due
to the limited research and considerable variability in its delivery (Caruana, 2016). Thus,
based on the COS Intervention research studies, there is an overall expectation of COSp’s effectiveness when the participants are at-risk parents; it is expected to improve
caregiver skills, confidence, self-efficacy and wellbeing, as both models are based on
the same theoretical framework (Caruana, 2016; Powell et al., 2014). However,
questions have been raised about whether the expected effectiveness applies generally
and if it is transferable to multi-problem families in the CPS context.

Characteristics of families in multi-problem situations
In recent decades, there has been extensive research on the risk factors’ effects on the
development of psychopathology among children and adolescents (Kolthof et al., 2014).
The problems that such families experience include parenting issues, financial debt,
psychiatric problems, troubled relationships, health and housing-related issues,
intellectual disabilities, social class contrasts (e.g., poor, uneducated parents, lack of
social support, many stressful life events) and repeated contacts with social authorities
or the criminal justice system (Bodden & Decović, 2010; Holwerda et al., 2014; Sameroff,
2000). Moreover, there is considerable overlap among the risk factors contributing to
different disorders, such as depression, behavioural problems, substance abuse or
schizophrenia (Sameroff, 2000). A disorganised home (an environment with high noise
levels, over-crowding and little regularity or routines) can also lead to unhealthy socioemotional development. This may result in children’s instability in school and in the home
situation, which increases the risk of negative effects on their cognitive development
(Coldwell et al., 2006; Evans, 2004).

The problems in these families are described as multiple, varying and complex (Kolthof
et al., 2014; Tausendfreund et al., 2016). The aspect of multiplicity means that the
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families have to cope with several problems simultaneously. These problems exist in
different areas of life, causing them to vary as life changes over time. Furthermore, the
problems are interwoven, modifying one another in many ways and leading to
increasingly complex situations. The interaction between socioeconomic and
psychosocial problems appears to be responsible for the difficulties that some families
experience in their attempts to handle everyday life successfully (Bodden & Decović,
2010). The complexity of these families’ situations indicates that other stress-creating
factors in life may need to be reduced before they enter reflection processes regarding
how to behave towards their children, such as those offered in the COS-p programme.
At the same time, it is reasonable to question whether the parents actually need such a
programme or if their parenting skills would adjust accordingly if they would receive
comprehensive help based on the multi-problem complexity of their situations.

In addition to the problems in the families, their ability to solve their issues should also
be taken into account as reciprocal conditions in change processes. Thus, it is not the
abundance of problems that distinguishes families in multi-problem situations; rather, it
is their limited ability to solve their problems in a persistent way (Spratt, 2011), which
leads to encounters with the social authorities and the social welfare system.

Methods
Search strategy
This review was conducted according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analyses (Moher et al., 2009). The review followed the methodology
outlined in the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions (Higgins et
al., 2019). The database searches were originally conducted in June 2018 and updated
in March 2020, encompassing 13 international bibliographical databases: Oria, Cinahl,
Academic, PubMed, Campell, ProQuest, EBSCOhost, Wiley, Social Care Online, Sage,
SpringerLinks, Taylor & Francis, and SweMed. The search for grey literature entailed
contacting both national and international coordinators of the programme and searching
for ongoing, relevant projects, as well as examining the official website of COS
International (https://www.circleofsecurityinternational.com/).
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The following search terms were modified, where appropriate, to meet the search
requirements of each database: “Circle of Security Parenting or Circle of Security Parenting or COS-p” AND “Interven* or program* or child services* or social services* or
CPS* or child welfare*” AND “outcome* or evaluat* or effect* or experiment* or trial* or
compare* or impact* or consequen* or research” AND “Multi-Problem* or multiproblem*
or risk* or at-risk* or high-risk*. The search included peer-reviewed studies, non-peerreviewed studies and grey literature (e.g., theses, research reports, conference papers)
that identified the topic.

Eligibility criteria and study selection
A population, intervention, comparators, outcome and study design (PICOS) framework
was used to support the study selection process. The studies to be included in this review
had to match predetermined criteria according to the PICOS approach (Table 1).

Table 1: PICOS criteria for inclusion and exclusion of studies
Parameter

Inclusion criteria

Exclusion criteria

Population / problem

Research studies on the
effectiveness of COS-p intervention,
where participants report a
minimum of 2 specifically defined
risk factors.

Studies that examine the use of COSp in general, without identifying risk
factors among the attendees
Studies targeting families with one, or
none identified risk factors
Studies that examine the effectiveness
of COS-p, where the attendees are
others than parents (e.g. child care
providers, foster parents)

Intervention

Circle of Security Parenting (COSp), both group and individual model

All other COS interventions, e.g. COS,
COSi, and COS-hv4

Program adhered closely to the
manual, 6-10 week program period

Program where the manual is partial
or random followed.
Program period less than 6 weeks or
longer than 10 weeks.

Comparators
Outcome

Study design

What effectiveness does the COS-p
program have for participants living
in a multi-problem situation
Primary outcome measures:
Change in parenting skills and
strengthening of the parent-child
relationship.
Secondary outcome measures:
Benefits for the child, e.g. measured
in changes in the child’s behavior
Randomized controlled trials, nonrandomized controlled trials, not
controlled trials, and retrospective,
prospective, or concurrent cohort
studies. Single case studies.
Peer-reviewed

Reviews, expert opinion, comments,
letter to editor, conference reports.
Outcome
measured
solely
on
participants’
experience,
without
additional measures.
Studies with no outcomes reported.
Non-peer-reviewed
Implementation studies
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Initially, two reviewers screened the publications based on the title and the abstract to
identify any clear irrelevance (e.g., family childcare providers, implementation studies) to
the current review or any duplication. The publications that passed the first screening
were screened again by the same two reviewers based on the full-text version, and
disagreements were handled according to the Cochrane Collaboration’s “reliability and
reaching consensus” tool (Higgins et al., 2019). The studies that examined the use of
COS-p in general, without identifying multiple risk factors among the attendees, were
excluded. To be included, the studies should have examined the effectiveness of the
COS-p programme when aimed at participants with at least two specifically defined risk
factors affecting their lives. The studies targeting families with one or no identified risk
factor were not included, as multi-problem families have more compound problems and
are therefore expected to have specific needs. When the COS-p programme is aimed at
multi-problem families, it is expected to be more targeted than when it addresses a
broader category of at-risk parents that seeks to prevent their children’s maladjustment.
Only those studies where the COS-p programme adhered closely to the manual were
included, and these had a programme duration that varied between 6 and 10 weeks.
Both individual and group interventions were included. As this is a systematic review of
the intervention’s effectiveness, only the studies that measured effectiveness were
included. Self-reports of the participants’ experiences of COS-p, without observations or
quantitative measures to examine the programme outcomes for the participants, were
excluded. Furthermore, a non-statistical narrative approach was used to analyse the
studies due to the heterogeneity of the outcome measures.

Quality assessment strategy and risk of bias
The quality of the included studies was assessed using the Cochrane Collaboration’s
“risk of bias” tool, as adapted from Higgins et al. (2019). This tool assesses five potential
sources of bias: selection, performance, attrition, reporting and other biases. Bias is
assessed as a judgement (high, low or unclear) for individual elements from the five
sources as a way to evaluate validity and the risk of over- or under-estimating the true
effectiveness of COS-p when used for multi-problem families. A random selection (three
papers) was quality checked by a second independent reviewer to ensure reliable
ratings.
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Data extraction
The data were extracted from the included studies using a predetermined form, and any
missing or unclear information was marked next to the relevant item. The extracted
information included (1) study design, (2) sample characteristics, (3) setting, (4)
intervention details, (5) outcome measures and (6) child age at baseline. Secondary
outcomes concerned other child development markers, such as cognitive development,
psychomotor development, parent sensitivity and attachment classification.

The extraction was performed by the author and thereafter controlled by three peers.
Disagreements were handled according to the Cochrane Collaboration’s “reliability and
reaching consensus” tool (Higgins et al., 2019).

Results
Study selection
The initial systematic search in reference databases generated a total of 182 potentially
relevant hits. Two additional studies were identified from other sources, including
manually searching reference lists. Out of 72 unduplicated titles and abstracts, 29 articles
were assessed (full text) for eligibility. Seven original publications, published between
2014 and 2018, met the eligibility criteria and were selected for the systematic review
(Table 2).
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Table 2: PRISMA diagram describing the search and selection process
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Study characteristics
The included studies examined interventions aimed at families experiencing difficulties
with special needs in more than two areas. The areas of difficulty were as follows: low
income, single-parent household, low educational level, exposure to violent crime, arrest
for a crime, substance abuse, history of perpetrating child maltreatment, history of child
maltreatment victimisation and ethnic minority status. Some samples were further
characterised by insecure attachment, risk of developmental delay or parental problems,
among others. Table 3 presents an overview of the occurrence and frequency of various
participant characteristics.

The parents’ ages ranged from 22 to 44 years, with the participants in five studies
reported as mothers (Cassidy et al., 2017; Horton & Murray, 2015; Kohlhoff et al., 2016;
Maupin et al., 2017; Perrett et al., 2015). One study reported the participants as fathers
(Pazzagli et al., 2014), while another included both mothers and fathers (Mothander et
al., 2018). Horton and Murray (2015) offered participation to both mothers and fathers;
however, only mothers signed up. Three studies also included families with more than
one child (Horton & Murray, 2015; Kohlhoff et al., 2016; Maupin et al., 2017) but
encouraged the participants to focus on their youngest child’s behaviour and their
experiences with him or her.
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Table 3: Participant characteristics
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Description of studies
Included studies
The literature search identified eight articles focusing on the use of COS-p as an
intervention for multi-problem families where at least two risk factors were identified. One
study (Kimmel et al., 2017) was excluded because it only explored the participants’
experiences. Table 4 provides an overview of the seven included studies. None of the
studies identified COS-p intervention use for families within the child welfare system;
however, two studies (Horton & Murray, 2015; Maupin et al., 2017) identified participants
with active CPS cases. In any country, no current evidence supports targeted
applications of COS-p for multi-problem families or using the programme for families that
need help from child services. However, this systematic review has identified seven
studies that contribute to the work on identifying the effectiveness of COS-p among
families living with multi-risk factors. All empirical studies were peer reviewed.

Additionally, the literature search identified no studies focusing on the use of COS-p in
culturally or developmentally diverse populations, leading to the assumption that no
empirical evaluation of COS-p in such populations has been conducted so far.

Intervention
In six of the included studies (Cassidy et al., 2017; Horton & Murray, 2015; Kohlhoff et
al., 2016; Maupin et al., 2017; Mothander et al., 2018; Perrett et al., 2015), the
intervention was conducted in the form of weekly group meetings under the condition
that the participating caregivers had not been earlier involved in a COS intervention.
Pazzagli et al. (2014) conducted a single case study, where the intervention was
administered in the form of individual sessions.
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Table 4: Description of included studies
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Table 4 continued
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Risk of bias
Evaluation studies on parenting programmes usually include small to medium sample
sizes and are thus difficult to interpret, as they are not blinded and often rely on selfreported outcome measures. As all studies included here were conducted in clinics, bias
might have been introduced in several places during the COS-p programme. As the
researchers or the data collectors were also the group facilitators, subtle bias could have
influenced the facilitators’ responses to the participants during the intervention and
biased the participants’ responses during the data collection. However, in all the included
studies, the authors considered the risk of bias to be low.

Outcomes
All studies included an analysis of the effects of one or both of the outcomes that
COS-p directly targets: child attachment (security, avoidance and organised versus
disorganised classification) and caregivers’ responses to child distress (supportive and
unsupportive responses). Three of the studies (Cassidy et al., 2017; Pazzagli et al.,
2014; Perrett et al., 2015) also analysed the effects of the intervention on possible
secondary outcomes, such as child behaviour problems (internalising and externalising),
child executive functioning (inhibitory control and cognitive flexibility) or both.

Effect of the intervention on child attachment
Cassidy et al. (2017) found no significant effects of intervention on continuous
attachment outcomes (e.g., security or avoidance). Moreover, the rates of disorganised
attachment did not differ between the treatment and the control groups. Moderation of
the intervention effect was explored by conducting an exploratory analysis to examine
whether dimensions of adult attachment style (e.g., anxiety and avoidance) or maternal
depressive symptoms moderated the intervention effect. An insignificant moderated
effect was identified; maternal attachment avoidance moderated intervention effects on
both child security and rates of disorganisation. When the mothers’ scores were one
standard deviation (SD) above the mean on attachment avoidance, the children in the
intervention group tended to be both more secure and less disorganised than the children
in the control group. However, there was no main treatment effect on the security or the
disorganisation of the mothers who had a mean score on attachment avoidance
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The children of the mothers who scored one SD below the mean on attachment
avoidance displayed less security than the children in the control group. There was no
evidence of a main treatment effect on disorganisation in this group (Cassidy et al.,
2017). Maternal attachment avoidance did not moderate the effects on child avoidance.

No other variables moderated the intervention effects on child attachment. These
included (1) maternal attachment anxiety on child security, child avoidance or
disorganisation and (2) maternal depression symptoms on child security, child avoidance
or disorganisation. Neither of these was found by Cassidy et al. (2017) and Perrett et al.
(2015). Furthermore, Maupin et al. (2017) did not find any effectiveness on the child–
parent relationship.

Effect of the intervention on caregivers’ responses to child distress
Cassidy et al. (2017) found that the use of the COS-p intervention reduced the mothers’
unsupportive responses to child distress. However, the intervention did not alter the
mothers’ supportive responses to child distress. The findings were not moderated by
maternal attachment anxiety, maternal attachment avoidance or maternal depression
symptoms.

Measuring individual differences in two commonly utilised emotion-regulation strategies,
that is, reappraisal and suppression using the Emotion Regulation Questionnaire (Gross
& John, 2003), Horton and Murray (2015) identified a small mean trend towards
increasing reappraisal strategies and decreasing suppression among the study
participants who attended the COS-p intervention sessions. These scores indicate a
better implementation of beneficial emotion-regulation strategies. For the reappraisal
strategies, five participants showed improvement, one stayed the same, and three had
post-test scores that were lower than their pre-test scores. On suppression strategies,
four participants showed improvement, one stayed the same, and four showed a
negative development in this area. Horton and Murray (2015) identified four background
variables that were qualitatively associated with reliable change on the measures
concerning the effectiveness of COS-p. Generally, participants with more education, no
personal history of child maltreatment victimisation, less time in the residential
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substance-abuse treatment programme and lower social desirability scores showed
reliable change. In contrast, participants who had less education, a personal history of
child maltreatment and more time in the residential programme were associated with a
reduced effectiveness of the intervention. A history of perpetrating child maltreatment,
the number of sessions attended and the number of children in the family had no impact
on the intervention’s effectiveness. However, Maupin et al. (2017) found the intervention
ineffective in parental competency, including efficacy and satisfaction with their
relationship with their child.

Pazzagli et al. (2014) reported a single case study of a father who took part in the COSp intervention in the context of conflict for the custody of his five-year-old daughter. He
showed improvements in agency of self, capacity to use internal resources, parental
stress and perception of his child’s functioning. Reduction in parental stress was also
reported by Perrett et al. (2015), who used a waitlist-controlled design to evaluate the
efficacy of COS-p in a small sample of mothers with young children (mean age: 3.5
years). Furthermore, Kohlhoff et al. (2016) found the intervention to be associated with
a decreased level of caregiver helplessness and maternal stress, as well as a decreased
feeling of fear, anger and rejection towards the child.

Mothers who participated in an intervention (Maupin et al., 2017) reported significantly
fewer depression symptoms compared with their symptoms before attending the COS-p
programme, while Mothander et al. (2018) reported positive changes in parents’
representations and responsiveness to their child after attending the intervention
programme. The findings indicate that it is possible to enhance high-risk parents’
representations about themselves as parents and their caregiving through intervention.
However, Maupin et al. (2017) did not find any effectiveness for any of the reflective
functioning scales, including prementalising, certainty about mental states, and interest
and curiosity.

Effect of the intervention on child behaviour problems
Three studies (Cassidy et al., 2017; Pazzagli et al., 2014; Perrett et al., 2015) analysed
the effects of the COS-p intervention on child behaviour problems. All studies found the
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intervention to have no significant effect on child internalising or externalising behaviour
problems.

Cassidy et al. (2017) reported moderated effects, which showed that the children in the
intervention group had fewer mother-reported internalising problems than the children in
the control group when the mothers’ scores were one SD below the mean on attachment
anxiety or on depression symptoms. There were no specific effects that predicted child
internalising problems when the mothers had mean scores on attachment anxiety or
depression symptoms, nor were intervention effects on internalising problems
moderated by maternal attachment avoidance. For externalising problems, the
intervention effect was not moderated by maternal attachment anxiety, attachment
avoidance or depression symptoms (Cassidy et al., 2017).

Both Pazzagli et al. (2014) and Perrett et al. (2015) measured the parental perception of
their child’s emotional and behavioural problems. Perrett et al. (2015) found that the
majority of the participants reported that their children’s behaviour was within the normal
range. However, four participants reported that their children’s behaviour was outside
the normal range, with three participants reporting reduced problems after attending the
COS-p programme. The improvement was maintained at a three-month follow-up.
Pazzagli et al. (2014) reported similar findings, where the participants progressed from
reporting their children’s severe difficulties with attention, concentration and hyperactivity
to reporting their children’s good behavioural and emotional functions after the
participants attended the COS-p programme.

Effect of the intervention on child executive functioning
Only one of the studies (Cassidy et al., 2017) analysed the effect of the COS-p
intervention on child executive functioning and found no significant effect. After the study
controlled for maternal age and marital status, the children of the mothers in the
intervention group showed better inhibitory control than the children of the mothers in the
control group.
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Discussion
This systematic review on the effectiveness of COS-p as a training programme for
caregivers from multi-problem families provides an overview of the programme’s
potential effectiveness, both for the caregivers and with respect to benefits for the
children. The findings’ strengths include some improvements in reducing parental stress,
increasing self-efficacy and parenting skills, and promoting their understanding of child
behaviour. However, there is no conclusive evidence that COS-p assists in increasing
the security of the parent-child attachment relationship. As this systematic review shows,
COS-p sessions in group settings have demonstrated some effectiveness and suitability
for multi-problem caregivers who want to develop parenting skills, but little evidence
supports the intervention’s effects on child behaviour or emotional regulation. While child
behaviour changes have been measured in three included studies (Cassidy et al., 2017;
Pazzagli et al., 2014; Perrett et al., 2015), the child’s individual characteristics are
generally not incorporated into COS-p evaluations because they are not directly taken
into account in the programme. Accordingly, the possibility that the reported change is
due to general characteristics of a parenting group rather than to the specific content of
COS-p cannot be ruled out. Additionally, all but two studies (Mothander et al., 2018;
Perrett et al., 2015) report an outcome that occurred immediately after the intervention
ended, precluding the detection of possible “sleeper effects” found in intervention studies
with long-term follow-up assessments (Seitz, 1981). Trials without a follow-up have no
recourse for testing, regardless of whether the reported effect is the beginning of
developmental changes in the lives of families affected by COS-p or the reported effect
is short term and will wane over time as parents fall back into pre-intervention habits.

Cultural challenges for the COS-p programme
This review highlights that in six out of the seven studies, there were participants from
ethnic minority groups (Table 3). However, none of the included studies identified the
ethnic groups to which these participants belonged, mentioned any language barriers or
reflected on whether there was a need for an adjustment of the COS-p programme due
to cultural challenges.
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COS-p is an overall prevention approach. With its theoretical basis on attachment and
its focus on educating caregivers about the ways to enhance this attachment, COS-p
aims to build on the parents’ pre-intervention understandings of their caring role,
regardless of their skill level or the risk factors present, as it improves their knowledge of
child development and behaviour (Cooper et al., 2009). However, a variety of delivery
methods may be required to achieve what is defined as necessary changes in multiproblem families. For instance, behavioural interventions and individualised training are
considered more suitable for parents with intellectual disabilities, especially where they
utilise home visits and skill-based strategies, such as modelling, visual aids and so on
(Feldman, 2010). For indigenous families, longer-term home-based programmes that
focus on the needs and the strengths of parent and child have been more successful; if
a mainstream programme would be adapted for this population, community involvement
and consultation would be required to ensure its relevance and cultural support (Mildon
& Polimeni, 2012). This systematic review did not find any current evidence of targeted
applications of COS-p for culturally or developmentally diverse populations, which is a
current limitation on its applicability for these groups. Secure attachment is largely
accepted as a quality of harmonious and healthy parent-child relationships, but its
expression and forms are culturally specific and may be affected by external factors,
such as poverty or parental stress, and these considerations need to be incorporated
into any programme offered to multi-problem families.

What works for whom
COS-p was designed to increase caregivers’ sensitivity to child distress and reduce the
risk of insecure and disorganised attachment. The examination of potential moderators
of intervention efficacy allows insights into the important issue of “what works for whom”.
As noted by Rothwell (2005), it is important to consider interaction effects due to the
potential for any intervention to affect subgroups of individuals differently. Potential
disordinal treatment-subgroup interactions would be particularly essential to consider
due to their clinical implications for individual outcomes (Byar, 1985). For example,
secure attachment has been shown to predict aspects of executive functioning, including
working memory, cognitive flexibility and inhibitory control, of preschool children (Bernier
et al., 2012). Although secure attachment is linked to key dimensions of caregiving for
children with regard to their executive functioning (Ainsworth et al., 1978; Bernier &
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Dozier, 2003; Whipple et al., 2011), no study has shown COS-p’s reducing effects on
this matter in the context of multi-problem families. Based on this review, no conclusive
evidence shows that the COS-p programme assists in increasing the security of parentchild attachment relationships when the participants live in multi-problem situations,
although small sample sizes, measurement errors and sample characteristics are
possible alternative explanations for this lack of positive change. With problems as
complex as those described for families in multi-problem situations, it is reasonable to
question whether a parent training method such as COS-p will contribute to necessary
changes in multi-problem families and if so, in what context. This is particularly salient
when considering the cognitive flexibility required for participation in the COS-p
programme and the possible need to reduce other stress-creating factors in the families
before the parents become emotionally and cognitively available for the reflection level
that the COS-p programme requires.

Limitations
Although this study aimed to establish a systematic overview of the COS-p intervention’s
potential effectiveness concerning both caregivers and benefits for children living with
multi-problem families, some main limitations need to be addressed.

First, none of the included studies targeted families in multi-problem situations. Although
the participants were dealing with two risk factors or more at the time of participation,
nothing was mentioned about how the risk factors affected their daily life. With its
theoretical basis on attachment and its focus on educating parents about the ways to
enhance this attachment, COS-p is able to provide such an approach. It aims to build on
the parents’ pre-intervention understandings of their caring role, regardless of their skill
level or the risk factors present, by enhancing their knowledge of child development and
behaviour (Cooper et al., 2009). However, none of the studies questioned whether the
families’ life situations would affect the outcomes. It is therefore not recommended that
potential effectiveness be transferred to a general expectation of what families in multiproblem situations would gain from attending the COS-p programme.

Second, this review showed that the researchers or the data collectors in each study
were also the group facilitators; thus, subtle bias could have influenced the facilitators’
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responses to the participants during the intervention and biased the participants’
responses during the data collection. As the data collection and evaluation were often
not blinded and based on self-reported outcome measures, this would represent a major
limitation to the ability to generalise the expected effectiveness of the COS-p programme.

Third, the participants reported a wide variety of risk factors, without the participant
demographics being included in the study designs. The studies only measured the
effects of participation in the COS-p programme in general. It was not possible to identify
whether some risk factors would affect the programme’s effectiveness more than others.
Consequently, it was also not possible to provide a clear recommendation on which
families, if any, would gain from participating in the COS-p programme while living in
multi-problem situations.

Fourth, this review lacked information on the long-term effectiveness of participating in
the COS-p programme. Only two of the included studies had a follow-up design, with
measures at 3 months (Perrett et al., 2015) or 4 and 10 months (Mothander et al., 2018)
after participation in the COS-p programme.

Fifth, three of the studies did not include a control group in the study design (Kohlhoff et
al., 2016; Maupin et al., 2017; Pazzagli et al., 2014). This made it difficult to determine
whether the effectiveness of participation in the COS-p programme, or lack thereof, could
be expected when delivered to multi-problem families, as this could be the result of other
external causes. Further research is therefore needed to determine what effect, if any,
participation in the COS-p programme may have for parents living in multi-problem
situations.

Conclusion
This systematic review on the effectiveness of COS-p as a parent training programme
for caregivers from multi-problem families shows that despite some promising results of
these trials, remarkably little has been published about this topic. There have been
studies on separate and isolated factors affecting caregivers but none on the effect of
the accumulation of risk factors and how this may or may not influence the potential
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effectiveness of COS-p. A common denominator across the studies included in this
review is an indication of a positive outcome in terms of parental stress reduction. Given
the limited number of studies, further research is needed before defining what positive
effects multi-problem families can expect from participating in the COS-p programme.
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